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Times Tables 
 
Your children should continue to practise their 
times tables on ‘Hit the Button’.  
They have completed each times table, so now it is 
important for them to keep practising. See how 
many correct answers you can get on each times 
tables. 
Can you get 10 or more for each one? 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-
the-button 
 
If your child is comfortable with each times table 
and is scoring 10 each time, they should attempt 
the mixed questions, which will give them random 
times tables calculations they must answer. 
 
Once your child has attempted the times tables, 
they should also practise the section called ‘Hit 
the Question’. This will give them the answer to a 
multiplication fact and they have to hit the correct 
question. 
 

Reading 
 
Read to Chapter 15. In chapters 13 and 14, we 
begin to learn more about Prince Grogbah. He 
arrives at ‘The Nothing to See Here Hotel’ but is 
not happy.  
 
Writing 
Your task is to write a short diary entry about 
Grogbah’s first day at the hotel and include the 
reason as to why he is upset. 
 
You can use this short passage below to start you 
off: 
 
Dear Diary, 
 
Well, what a day! Since I have worked so hard 
these past few months, I decided I needed a 
break. My servants found a quaint hotel that is 
ideal for a short holiday. I was horrified to find out 
that….. 
 
Be sure to use adjectives and adverbs (use the 
book to help you). 
Try to vary your sentences with subordinate 
clauses and adverbial phrases.  

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
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Online Session – 10am 
 
Problem solving – Addition and Multiplication. 
 
This lesson will focus on solving problems using 
addition and multiplication. 

 
During the lesson, arrays (an array is an 
arrangement of objects into rows and columns) will 
be used to help aid understanding of 
multiplication.  
We can see above that the chairs have been split 
into 4 rows of 3 chairs with ribbons and 4 rows of 5 
chairs without ribbons. 
This creates the calculation: 
4x3 + 4x5  
 12 + 20 =32 
 
It is important you attend the online sessions, as 
this will be gone through in a large amount detail 
and will help answering the questions in your 
workbook. 
 
Complete pages 6 - 8 in your Power Maths 
Workbook. 

Grammar 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrqqtfr/ar
ticles/zpxhdxs 
 
This video and webpage will talk through what 
verbs are. I know a lot of you are very good at 
using verbs in your writing to show what a 
character or thing is doing, however we now need 
to change the verbs we use often to modify our 
writing.  
 
For example; 
 
Instead of saying ‘walked’. 
 
We could say:  
‘strolled’ 
‘trudged’ 
‘saunter’ 
 
You have been sent grammar worksheets in a 
booklet labelled Additional Home Learning Pack 2: 
Grammar and Punctuation. 
 
After watching the video above, I would like you 
to complete either page 42, 43 or 44. It would be 
great for you to attempt 43 or 44 because these 
are the challenge worksheets where you have to 
put the verb into the sentence yourself. Therefore, 
you must think about which verb is most 
appropriate for that sentence. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrqqtfr/articles/zpxhdxs
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrqqtfr/articles/zpxhdxs
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Online Lesson - 9am 
 
Problem solving- mixed problems 
 
This lesson continues to use arrays to help with 
multiplication. However, you will also need to 
divide the total to solve the problem.  

We can see that the butterflies have been 
organised into 6 rows of 8. To find the total we are 
multiplying 6 and 8 (6x8) to give us the answer 48. 
 
Question B then tells us each tray holds 12 
butterflies. How many trays do we need? To work 
this out, we divide 48 by 12 giving us the answer 4. 
 
Complete pages 9 – 11 in your Power Maths 
Workbook. 

Writing 
 
You have been sent Writing Workbooks (workbook 
B). 
I would like you to complete pages 3, 4 and 5.  
 
It is important when planning your writing to 
consider the audience you are writing for. On these 
pages, you will be looking at different pieces of text 
and deciding which audience they would be 
suitable for.  
 
Read the pages carefully and think about what the 
question is asking of you. 
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Mental workout 
 
On page 9 in Workbook 2, you will find three 
sections each filled with mental workouts. Please 
complete each section. If you struggle with the 
challenge section then do not worry, just have a 
go. 

Comprehension 
You have been sent a new comprehension book 
labelled KS2 Comprehension (Workbook A). 
 
I would like you to complete pages 4 and 5 of the 
workbook. This is a report called ‘London Goes 
Wild’, detailing how people of England reacted to 
England winning the football world cup in 1966. 
When reading, I want you to think of the language 
that is being used and why that language is used. 
You should then answer the questions. 
Handwriting 
For handwriting this week, I would like you to 
complete pages 8 and 9 in Workbook 6. Pay 
particular attention to the formation of your t’s 
and f’s please.  
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Times tables 
 
You have been sent a times tables activity book. 
On page 2 you will find the three times tables. 
Work your way through this page. 
You should also follow up this learning by playing 
‘Hit the Button’. Focus on the three times tables 
and try to get the highest score you can. 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-
the-button 

Online Lesson – 1pm 
 
Spelling 
 
I want you to complete pages 80 and 81 in 
Workbook 4.  
 
These pages look at adding the suffix ‘–ly’ to 
words. Work your way through the pages, paying 
particular attention to when letters are dropped 
from the root word to add ‘ly’. 

 

Other learning  

 

Geography 

There are 3 important rivers in Easter Europe: 

The Volga in Russia. 

The Vistula in Poland. 

The Danube that travels through 10 countries. 

Read page 22 of your Europe Study Book, then complete pages 24 and 25 in your Europe Activity Book. 

Choose one of the other rivers and find some facts about it. Write them down and draw a picture to show the 
river. 

 

Science 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=skGmQC87Bvg 

I want you to watch this video about light reflecting off non-luminous objects into our eyes so that we can see them. 

On a piece of paper, I want you to choose a light source and object. Draw these items and draw a diagram 
showing how it reflects into your eye. 

I then want you to use the same items and draw a diagram to show how that item can be seen through a mirror. 
The video goes through this, so rewind and re-watch if you cannot remember. 

 

Art 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OAq2X-0FbGM 

To continue with the work on optical illusions, I would like you to watch this video. 

This video will show you how to draw a ladder that seems as if it is standing up off the page. You will need a piece of 
paper a light colour like grey and a dark colour like black. Follow the video and send me your finished drawings 
through the enquiry email address. 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=skGmQC87Bvg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OAq2X-0FbGM


RE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xXunqd8oAuE 

This video will go through the life of Mother Teresa. She dedicated her life to helping those less fortunate than 
herself. I want you to watch this video and draw a map of Mother Teresa’s life. Start with her being born and include 
what you think are key moments in her life, up to her death in 1997. Then answer these two questions: 

What can we learn from Mother Teresa and how can we show what we learn from her in our lives? 

How do you think God would feel about Mother Teresa and why? 

 

I would love to see some more screenshots/photos of your 

work. Please email them to enquiry@stjuderc.bham.sch.uk . 

You are not expected to email every piece of work that you 

complete – maybe choose something that you have worked 

particularly hard on during the week. Thank you to the 

children who have already done this. Keep up the good work! 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xXunqd8oAuE
mailto:enquiry@stjuderc.bham.sch.uk

